This paper shows the results of an experiment in dialogue segmentation. In this experiment, segmentation was done on a level of analysis similar to adjacency pairs. The method of annotation was somewhat novel: volunteers were invited to participate over the Web, and their responses were aggregated using a simple voting method. Though volunteers received a minimum of training, the aggregated responses of the group showed very high agreement with expert opinion. The group, as a unit, performed at the top of the list of annotators, and in many cases performed as well as or better than the best annotator.
Introduction
Aggregated human behaviour is a valuable source of information. The Internet shows us many examples of collaboration as a means of resource creation. Wikipedia, Amazon.com reviews, and Yahoo! Answers are just some examples of large repositories of information powered by individuals who voluntarily contribute their time and talents. Some NLP projects are now using this idea, notably the ÔESP GameÕ (von Ahn 2004) , a data collection effort presented as a game in which players label images from the Web. This paper presents an extension of this collaborative volunteer ethic in the area of dialogue annotation.
For dialogue researchers, the prospect of using volunteer annotators from the Web can be an attractive option. The task of training annotators can be time-consuming, expensive, and (if inter-annotator agreement turns out to be poor) risky.
Getting Internet volunteers for annotation has its own pitfalls. Dialogue annotation is often not very interesting, so it can be difficult to attract willing participants. Experimenters will have little control over the conditions of the annotation and the skill of the annotators.
Training will be minimal, limited to whatever an average Web surfer is willing to read. There may also be perverse or uncomprehending users whose answers may skew the data.
This project began as an exploratory study about the intuitions of language users with regard to dialogue segmentation. We wanted information about how language users perceive dialogue segments, and we wanted to be able to use this information as a kind of gold standard against which we could compare the performance of an automatic dialogue segmenter. For our experiment, the advantages of Internet annotation were compelling. We could get free data from as many language users as we could attract, instead of just two or three well-trained experts. Having more respondents meant that our results could be more readily generalised to language users as a whole.
We expected that multiple users would converge upon some kind of uniform result. What we found (for this task at least) was that large numbers of volunteers show very strong tendencies that correspond well to expert opinion, and that these patterns of agreement are surprisingly resilient in the face of noisy input from some users. We also gained some insights into the way that people perceived dialogue segments.
Segmentation
While much work in dialogue segmentation centers around topic (e.g. Galley et al. 2003 , Hsueh et al. 2006 , Purver et al. 2006 , we decided to examine dialogue at a more finegrained level. The level of analysis that we have chosen corresponds most closely to adjacency pairs (after Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974) , where a segment is made of matched sets of utterances from different speakers (e.g. question/answer or suggest/accept). We chose to segment dialogues this way in order to improve dialogue act tagging, and we think that examining the back-and-forth detail of the mechanics of dialogue will be the most helpful level of analysis for this task.
The back-and-forth nature of dialogue also appears in Clark and SchaeferÕs (1989) influential work on contributions in dialogue. In this view, two-party dialogue is seen as a set of cooperative acts used to add information to the c o m m o n g r o u n d f o r t h e p u r p o s e o f accomplishing some joint action. Clark and Schaefer map these speech acts onto contribution trees. Each utterance within a contribution tree serves either to present some proposition or to acknowledge a previous one. Accordingly, each contribution tree has a presentation phase and an acceptance phase. Participants in dialogue assume that items they present will be added to the common ground unless there is evidence to the contrary. However, participants do not always show acceptance of these items explicitly. Speaker B may repeat SpeakerÕs AÕs information verbatim to show understanding (as one does with a phone number), but for other kinds of information a simple Ôuh-huhÕ will constitute adequate evidence of understanding. In general, less and less evidence will be required the farther on in the segment one goes.
In practice, then, segments have a tailing-off quality that we can see in many dialogues. Table  1 shows one example from Verbmobil-2, a corpus of appointment scheduling dialogues. (A description of this corpus appears in Alexandersson 1997.) A segment begins when WJH brings a question to the table (utterances 1 and 2 in our example), AHS answers it (utterance 3), and WJH acknowledges the response (utterance 4). At this point, the question is considered to be resolved, and a new contribution can be issued. WJH starts a new segment in utterance 5, and this utterance shows features that will be familiar to dialogue researchers: the number of words increases, as does the incidence of new words. By the end of this segment (utterance 8), AHS only needs to offer a simple ÔokayÕ to show acceptance of the foregoing.
Our work is not intended to be a strict implementation of Clark and SchaeferÕs contribution trees. The segments represented by these units is what we were asking our volunteer annotators to find. Other researchers have also used a level of analysis similar to our own. JšnssonÕs (1991) initiative-response units is one example.
Taking a cue from Mann (1987), we decided to describe the behaviour in these segments using an atomic metaphor: dialogue segments have nuclei, where someone says something, and someone says something back (roughly corresponding to adjacency pairs), and satellites, usually shorter utterances that give feedback on whatever the nucleus is about.
For our annotators, the process was simply to find the nuclei, with both speakers taking part, and then attach any nearby satellites that pertained to the segment.
We did not attempt to distinguish nested adjacency pairs. These would be placed within the same segment. Eventually we plan to modify our system to recognise these nested pairs.
Experimental Design

Corpus
In the pilot phase of the experiment, volunteers could choose to segment up to four randomlychosen dialogues from the Verbmobil-2 corpus. (One longer dialogue was separated into two.) We later ran a replication of the experiment with eleven dialogues. For this latter phase, each volunteer started on a randomly chosen dialogue to ensure evenness of responses.
The dialogues contained between 44 and 109 utterances. The average segment was 3.59 utterances in length, by our annotation.
Two dialogues have not been examined because they will be used as held-out data for the next phase of our research. other thirteen dialogues appear in part 4 of this paper.
Annotators
Volunteers were recruited via postings on various email lists and websites. This included a posting on the university events mailing list, sent to people associated with the university, but with no particular linguistic training. Linguistics first-year students and Computer Science students and staff were also informed of the project. We sent advertisements to a variety of international mailing lists pertaining to language, computation, and cognition, since these lists were most likely to have a readership that was interested in language. These included Linguist List, Corpora, CogLing-L, and
HCSNet. An invitation also appeared on the personal blog of the first author. At the experimental website, volunteers were asked to read a brief description of how to annotate, including the descriptions of nuclei and satellites. The instruction page showed some examples of segments. Volunteers were requested not to return to the instruction page once they had started the experiment.
The annotator guide with examples can be seen at the following URL:
A scheme that relies on volunteer annotation will need to address the issue of motivation. People have a desire to be entertained, but dialogue annotation can often be tedious and difficult. We attempted humor as a way of keeping annotators amused and annotating for as long as possible. After submitting a dialogue, annotators would see an encouraging page, sometimes with pretend ÔbadgesÕ like the one pictured in Figure 1 . This was intended as a way of keeping annotators interested to see what comments would come next. Figure 2 shows statistics on how many dialogues were marked by any one IP address. While over half of the volunteers marked only one dialogue, many volunteers marked all four (or in the replication, all eleven) dialogues. Sometimes more than eleven dialogues were submitted from the same location, most likely due to multiple users sharing a computer.
In all, we received 626 responses from about 231 volunteers (though this is difficult to determine from only the volunteersÕ IP numbers). We collected between 32 and 73 responses for each of the 15 dialogues.
Method of Evaluation
We used the WindowDiff (WD) metric (Pevzner and Hearst 2002) to evaluate the responses of our volunteers against expert opinion (our responses). The WD algorithm calculates agreement between a reference copy of the corpus and a volunteerÕs hypothesis by moving a window over the utterances in the two corpora. The window has a size equal to half the average segment length. Within the window, the algorithm examines the number of segment boundaries in the reference and in the hypothesis, and a counter is augmented by one if they disagree. The WD score between the reference and the hypothesis is equal to the number of discrepancies divided by the number of measurements taken. A score of 0 would be given to two annotators who agree perfectly, and 1 would signify perfect disagreement. Figure 3 shows the WD scores for the volunteers. Most volunteers achieved a WD score between .15 and .2, with an average of á 245.
CohenÕs Kappa (!) (Carletta 1996) is another method of comparing inter-annotator agreement in segmentation that is widely used in computational language tasks. It measures the observed agreement (AO) against the agreement we should expect by chance (AE), as follows:
For segmentation tasks, ! is a more stringent method than WindowDiff, as it does not consider near-misses. Even so, ! scores are reported in Section 4. About a third of the data came from volunteers who chose to complete all eleven of the dialogues. Since they contributed so much of the data, we wanted to find out whether they were performing better than the other volunteers. This group had an average WD score of .199, better than the rest of the group at .268. However, skill does not appear to increase smoothly as more dialogues are completed. The highest performance came from the group that completed 5 dialogues (average WD = .187), the 
Aggregation
We wanted to determine, insofar as was possible, whether there was a group consensus as to where the segment boundaries should go. We decided to try overlaying the results from all respondents on top of each other, so that each click from each respondent acted as a sort of vote. Figure 4 shows the result of aggregating annotator responses from one dialogue in this way. There are broad patterns of agreement; high ÔpeaksÕ where many annotators agreed that an utterance was a segment boundary, areas of uncertainty where opinion was split between two adjacent utterances, and some background noise from near-random respondents.
Group opinion is manifested in these peaks. Figure 5 shows a hypothetical example to illustrate how we defined this notion. A peak is any local maximum (any utterance u where u -1 < u > u + 1) above background noise, which we define as any utterance with a number of votes below the arithmetic mean. Utterance 5, being a local maximum, is a peak. Utterance 2, though a local maximum, is not a peak as it is below the mean. Utterance 4 has a comparatively large number of votes, but it is not considered a peak because its neighbour, utterance 5, is higher. Defining peaks this way allows us to focus on the points of highest agreement, while ignoring not only the relatively low-scoring utterances, 45   after_e059ach1_000_ANV_00  after_e059ach1_000_ANV_01  after_e059ach2_001_CNK_02  after_e059ach2_001_CNK_03  after_e059ach1_002_ANV_04  after_e059ach1_002_ANV_05  after_e059ach1_002_ANV_06  after_e059ach2_003_CNK_07  after_e059ach1_004_ANV_08  after_e059ach2_005_CNK_09  after_e059ach1_006_ANV_10  after_e059ach1_006_ANV_11  after_e059ach1_006_ANV_12  after_e059ach2_007_CNK_13  after_e059ach2_007_CNK_14  after_e059ach2_007_CNK_15  after_e059ach1_008_ANV_16  after_e059ach1_008_ANV_17  after_e059ach1_008_ANV_18  after_e059ach1_008_ANV_19  after_e059ach2_009_CNK_20  after_e059ach1_010_ANV_21  after_e059ach1_010_ANV_22  after_e059ach1_010_ANV_23  after_e059ach1_010_ANV_24  after_e059ach2_011_CNK_25  after_e059ach1_012_ANV_26  after_e059ach1_012_ANV_27  after_e059ach2_013_CNK_28  after_e059ach2_014_CNK_29  after_e059ach1_015_ANV_30  after_e059ach1_016_ANV_31  after_e059ach1_016_ANV_32  after_e059ach1_016_ANV_33  after_e059ach2_017_CNK_34  after_e059ach1_018_ANV_35  after_e059ach1_018_ANV_36  after_e059ach1_018_ANV_37  after_e059ach2_019_CNK_38  after_e059ach2_019_CNK_39  after_e059ach1_020_ANV_40  after_e059ach2_021_CNK_41  after_e059ach2_021_CNK_42  after_e059ach1_022_ANV_43  after_e059ach2_023_CNK_44  after_e059ach1_024_ANV_45  after_e059ach2_025_CNK_46  after_e059ach1_026_ANV_47  after_e059ach2_027_CNK_48  after_e059ach1_028_ANV_49  after_e059ach2_029_CNK_50  after_e059ach2_030_CNK_51  after_e059ach2_030_CNK_52  after_e059ach2_030_CNK_53  after_e059ach2_030_CNK_54  after_e059ach2_030_CNK_55  after_e059ach2_030_CNK_56  after_e059ach2_030_CNK_57  after_e059ach1_031_ANV_58  after_e059ach2_032_CNK_59  after_e059ach1_033_ANV_60  after_e059ach2_034_CNK_61  after_e059ach1_035_ANV_62  after_e059ach1_035_ANV_63  after_e059ach2_036_CNK_64  after_e059ach1_037_ANV_65  after_e059ach2_038_CNK_66  after_e059ach2_039_CNK_67  after_e059ach1_040_ANV_68  after_e059ach1_040_ANV_69  after_e059ach1_040_ANV_70  after_e059ach2_041_CNK_71  after_e059ach1_042_ANV_72  after_e059ach1_042_ANV_73  after_e059ach2_043_CNK_74 but also the potentially misleading utterances near a peak. There are three disagreements in the dialogue presented in Figure 4 . For the first, annotators saw a break where we saw a continuation. The other two disagreements show the reverse: annotators saw a continuation of topic as a continuation of segment. Table 2 shows the agreement of the aggregated group votes with regard to expert opinion. The aggregated responses from the volunteer annotators agree extremely well with expert opinion. Acting as a unit, the groupÕs WindowDiff scores always perform better than the individual annotators on average. While the individual annotators attained an average WD score of .245, the annotators-as-group scored WD = .108.
Results
On five of the thirteen dialogues, the group performed as well as or better than the best individual annotator. On the other eight dialogues, the group performance was toward the top of the group, bested by one annotator (three times), two annotators (once), four annotators (three times), or six annotators (once), out of a field of 32Ð73 individuals. This suggests that aggregating the scores in this way causes a Ômajority ruleÕ effect that brings out the best answers of the group.
One drawback of the WD statistic (as opposed to !) is that there is no clear consensus for what constitutes Ôgood agreementÕ. For computational linguistics, ! ! .67 is generally considered strong agreement. We found that ! for the aggregated group ranged from .71 to .94. Over all the dialogues, ! = á 84. This is surprisingly high agreement for a dialogue-level task, especially considering the stringency of the ! statistic, and that the data comes from untrained volunteers, none of whom were dropped from the sample.
Comparison to Trivial Baselines
We used a number of trivial baselines to see if our results could be bested by simple means. These were random placement of boundaries, majority class, marking the last utterance in each turn as a boundary, and a set of hand-built rules we called Ôthe TriggerÕ. The results of these trials can be seen in Figure 6 . 
Majority Class
This baseline consisted of marking every utterance with the most common classification, which was Ônot a boundaryÕ. (About one in four utterances was marked as the end of a segment in the reference dialogues.) This was one of the worst case baselines, and gave WD = .551 over all dialogues.
Random Boundary Placement
We used a random number generator to randomly place as many boundaries in each dialogue as we had in our reference dialogues. This method gave about the same accuracy as the Ômajority classÕ method with WD = .544.
Last Utterance in Turn
In these dialogues, a speakerÕs turn could consist of more than one utterance. For this baseline, every final utterance in a turn was marked as the beginning of a segment, except when lone utterances would have created a segment with only one speaker. This method was suggested by work from Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) who observed that the last utterance in a turn tends to be the first pair part for another adjacency pair. Wright, Poesio, and Isard (1999) used a variant of this idea in a dialogue act tagger, including not only the previous utterance as a feature, but also the previous speakerÕs last speech act type.
This method gave a WD score of .392.
The Trigger
This method of segmentation was a set of handbuilt rules created by the author. In this method, two conditions have to exist in order to start a new segment. ¥ Both speakers have to have spoken. ¥ One utterance must contain four words or less. The Ôfour wordsÕ requirement was determined empirically during the feature selection phase of an earlier experiment.
Once both these conditions have been met, the ÔtriggerÕ is set. The next utterance to have more than four words is the start of a new segment.
This method performed comparatively well, with WD = .210, very close to the average individual annotator score of .245.
As mentioned, the aggregated annotator score was WD = .108. 
Comparison to Other Work
Comparing these results to other work is difficult because very little research focuses on dialogue segmentation at this level of analysis. Jšnsson (1991) uses initiative-response pairs as a part of a dialogue manager, but does not attempt to recognise these segments explicitly.
Comparable statistics exist for a different task, that of multiparty topic segmentation. WD scores for this task fall consistently into the .25 range, with Galley et al. (2003) at .254, Hsueh et al. (2006) at .283, and Purver et al. (2006) at .á 284. We can only draw tenuous conclusions between this task and our own, however this does show the kind of scores we should be expecting to see for a dialogue-level task. A more similar project would help us to make a more valid comparison.
Discussion
The discussion of results will follow the two foci of the project: first, some comments about the aggregation of the volunteer data, and then some comments about the segmentation itself.
Discussion of Aggregation
A combination of factors appear to have contributed to the success of this method, some involving the nature of the task itself, and some involving the nature of aggregated group opinion, which has been called Ôthe wisdom of crowdsÕ (for an informal introduction, see Surowiecki 2004) .
The fact that annotator responses were aggregated means that no one annotator had to perform particularly well. We noticed a range of styles among our annotators. Some annotators agreed very well with the expert opinion. A few annotators seemed to mark utterances in nearrandom ways. Some Ôcasual annotatorsÕ seemed to drop in, click only a few of the most obvious boundaries in the dialogue, and then submit the form. This kind of behaviour would give that annotator a disastrous individual score, but when aggregated, the work of the casual annotator actually contributes to the overall picture provided by the group. As long as the wrong responses are randomly wrong, they do not detract from the overall pattern and no volunteers need to be dropped from the sample.
It may not be surprising that people with language experience tend to arrive at more or less the same judgments on this kind of task, or that the aggregation of the group data would normalise out the individual errors. What is surprising is that the judgments of the group, aggregated in this way, correspond more closely to expert opinion than (in many cases) the best individual annotators.
Discussion of Segmentation
The concept of segmentation as described here, including the description of nuclei and satellites, appears to be one that annotators can grasp even with minimal training.
The task of segmentation here is somewhat different from other classification tasks. Annotators were asked to find segment boundaries, making this essentially a two-class classification task where each utterance was marked as either a boundary or not a boundary. It may be easier for volunteers to cope with fewer labels than with many, as is more common in dialogue tasks. The comparatively low perplexity would also help to ensure that volunteers would see the annotation through.
One of the outcomes of seeing annotator opinion was that we could examine and learn from cases where the annotators voted overwhelmingly contrary to expert opinion. This gave us a chance to learn from what the human annotators thought about language. Even though these results do not literally come from one person, it is still interesting to look at the general patterns suggested by these results.
ÔletÕs seeÕ: This utterance usually appears near boundaries, but does it mark the end of a segment, or the beginning of a new one? We tended to place it at the end of the previous segment, but human annotators showed a very strong tendency to group it with the next segment. This was despite an example on the training page that suggested joining these utterances with the previous segment.
Topic: The segments under study here are different from topic. The segments tend to be smaller, and they focus on the mechanics of the exchanges rather than centering around one topic to its conclusion. Even though the annotators were asked to mark for adjacency pairs, there was a distinct tendency to mark longer units more closely pertaining to topic. Table 3 shows one example. We had marked the space between utterances 2 and 3 as a boundary; volunteers ignored it. It was slightly more common for annotators to omit our boundaries than to suggest new ones. The average segment length was 3.64 utterances for our volunteers, compared with 3.59 utterances for experts.
Areas of uncertainty: At certain points on the chart, opinion seemed to be split as one or more potential boundaries presented themselves. This seemed to happen most often when two or more of the same speech act appeared sequentially, e.g. two or more questions, information-giving statements, or the like.
Conclusions and Future Work
We drew a number of conclusions from this study, both about the viability of our method, and about the outcomes of the study itself.
First, it appears that for this task, aggregating the responses from a large number of anonymous volunteers is a valid method of annotation. We would like to see if this pattern holds for other kinds of classification tasks. If it does, it could have tremendous implications for dialogue-level annotation. Reliable results could be obtained quickly and cheaply from large numbers of volunteers over the Internet, without the time, the expense, and the logistical complexity of training. At present, however, it is unclear whether this volunteer annotation
1 MGT so what time should we meet 2 ADB <uh> well it doesn't matter as long as we both checked in I mean whenever we meet is kind of irrelevant 3 ADB so maybe about try to 4 ADB you want to get some lunch at the airport before we go 5 MGT that is a good idea Table 3 . Example from a dialogue.
technique could be extended to other classification tasks. It is possible that the strong agreement seen here would also be seen on any two-class annotation problem. A retest is underway with annotation for a different twoclass annotation set and for a multi-class task.
Second, it appears that the concept of segmentation on the adjacency pair level, with this description of nuclei and satellites, is one that annotators can grasp even with minimal training. We found very strong agreement between the aggregated group answers and the expert opinion.
We now have a sizable amount of information from language users as to how they perceive dialogue segmentation. Our next step is to use these results as the corpus for a machine learning task that can duplicate human p e r f o r m a n c e . We a r e c o n s i d e r i n g t h e Transformation-Based Learning algorithm, which has been used successfully in NLP tasks such as part of speech tagging (Brill 1995) and dialogue act classification (Samuel 1998) . TBL is attractive because it allows one to start from a marked up corpus (perhaps the Trigger, as the best-performing trivial baseline), and improves performance from there.
We also plan to use the information from the segmentation to examine the structure of segments, especially the sequences of dialogue acts within them, with a view to improving a dialogue act tagger.
